Frederick Memorial Hospital
Raises Nearly $3 for Every $1 Spent
on Community Appeal Letter

Project Overview
Our Client

Previous Appeal Letters

Graphcom helped Frederick Memorial Hospital (FMH) acquire new
donors and cultivate existing ones by sending a fundraising appeal
letter to prospects throughout Frederick County. The appeal was
designed to raise money to build a new Cancer Institute.
Based on our recommendations, the letters were sent to Frederick
County residents with an annual household income of $80,000
or more, regardless of whether they had an existing relationship
(donor or volunteer) with FMH.

Our Challenge
Although the hospital had raised funds through appeal letters
before, the results were lackluster.
• Some mailings had cost more money than they had made.
• Letters were created in a newsletter style, in which readers
were required to open several folds to get the entire
message.
• They were printed with only two colors, which gave the
pieces an outdated look.
• Messaging was staff-centric, without enough emphasis on
what the benefit to the donor might be.
• Acquisition efforts were launched only once per year and
were limited to a different quadrant of Frederick County each
year.
For this new appeal, the client defined “success” as acquiring any
new donors, provided that the funds raised were at least equal to
the cost of launching the campaign.
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Engaging the Head & Heart
Our goals were to increase awareness of the Cancer Center initiative throughout the community, broaden FMH’s donor base, and (of course) to
raise funds.
The Graphcom marketing team determined that because these letters would be sent to the entire community—not just previous patients and
their families—it was important to appeal not only to people’s emotions, but also to their sense of logic. In other words, we needed to make a
strong case for improving cancer care in the Frederick community, both with storytelling and with hard data.
To that end, powerful narrative was combined with strong, impactful images to evoke emotion. At the same time, we researched cancer data in
the community and included infographics for quick “at a glance” facts.
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Testing & Results
In addition to writing the letters, Graphcom also provided design, printing, and mailing services. We printed all versions of letters and envelopes
using variable data to personalize each mailing based on whether the recipient is a volunteer or donor. This allowed us to track each version of
the letter and envelope, and determine which mailing was more effective.
Although the hospital had raised funds through appeal letters before, they had never conducted any testing to discover what techniques would
work best for their audience. We tested a couple of variables with this mailing, including the following:
• 2 envelopes: Blank vs. teaser
• 4 letters: To donor vs. non-donor, each group divided to receive letter from doctor vs. patient

Test: Letter from Doctor
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Our new Cancer Institute will
offer the best patient-centered,
compassionate care.

Test: Letter from Patient
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“There I was, with three young
boys and a cancer diagnosis.”
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Dear John Smith,

Dear John Smith,
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For the 1,000+ Frederick residents who have cancer, it’s a feat of courage to face the
specter of death each and every day. It’s the #1 cause of death in Frederick County,
and more than 300 people succumb to cancer here every year.
FMH is working to change that by building a new Cancer Institute.
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We’re taking the success we’ve had with our Women’s Center (where we have been able
to reduce the time between diagnosis and treatment thanks to our patient-centered
approach) and bringing it to Frederick on a larger scale, for all types of cancer.
The new Institute brings every aspect of cancer care all under one roof to provide
service that is:
• Award-Winning. FMH is accredited by the American College of Surgeons as a
Comprehensive Community Cancer Program, and received the Commission on
Cancer’s Outstanding Achievement Award (we’re one of only two in the state)
and two awards from the American Society of Clinical Oncology for our clinical
research program.
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At just 39 years old, I never would have thought I’d be diagnosed with breast cancer.
It was 1998, and I had no risk factors, no family history of breast cancer, and no
symptoms. There I was, with three young boys, a healthy diet and lifestyle, and a
diagnosis of cancer.
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From surgery to radiation to chemotherapy, everything was done at FMH. It was
convenient, like going to the supermarket. I was in and out, then on with my day.
This gave me time to make lunches for my boys, stop at the grocery store, and feel as
normal as possible.
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My treatment was more than 15 years ago, and Frederick’s cancer care has only improved
since then. And the new FMH Cancer Institute will revolutionize treatment even more.
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• Peaceful and Compassionate. The Institute will offer complementary and
alternative therapies and a soothing environment with waterfalls, fireplaces, and
a garden you can see from the Infusion Center. It’s all part of providing a serene
atmosphere for optimal healing.
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*Gifts of $100 and above
☐ $1,000*
☐ $500*
☐ $250*
☐ $100*
☐ $50
☐ $20.14
☐ Other: $ –––––––––
will grant you a one-year
Payment Information:

☐ Check Enclosed (payable to FMH)
☐ I’d like to donate monthly with deductions from my
checking/savings account. Please send me a form.
☐ Please charge $––––––––– to my credit card:
☐ MC ☐ Visa ☐ Discover ☐ American Express
Name on card: ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Card #: ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Expiration Date: –––––––––––––––––– Security Code: –––––––––––
Signature: ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

FMH is a private, not-for-profit 501(c)(3) organization. As such, all gifts are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law. We will make you an acknowledgement of your gift for tax purposes.

For any contact information changes, see back. To be removed from future mailings please call 240-566-4997.
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Address: ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
City: ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
State: –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Zip: ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Phone: ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
(please circle one: home, work, cell)
Email: –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Thanks to friends like you, we’ll be able to offer Frederick’s 1,000+
cancer patients what they need to heal and thrive.
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• Patient-Centered and Convenient. When you’re diagnosed with cancer, your
mind starts running in every direction. It helps to have supportive people
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• Award-Winning. FMH is accredited by the American College of Surgeons as a
Comprehensive Community Cancer Program, and received the Commission on Cancer’s
Outstanding Achievement Award (one of only two in the state) and two awards from the
American Society of Clinical Oncology for our clinical research program.
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Thanks to friends like you, we’ll be able to offer Frederick’s 1,000+
cancer patients what they need to heal and thrive.
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As a nurse, I chose to have all my care here in Frederick, because I knew I’d be
well taken care of. At a larger hospital, I would’ve been “just a number,” but at
FMH, I was family.
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• Patient-Centered and Convenient. Patients will meet with all of their doctors
in one visit—first one-on-one, and then as a group—so everyone is on the same
page. A specialty nurse (called a patient navigator) will help them understand
and schedule all their appointments and procedures.
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☐ I’d like to donate monthly with deductions from my
checking/savings account. Please send me a form.
☐ Please charge $––––––––– to my credit card:
☐ MC ☐ Visa ☐ Discover ☐ American Express

Name on card: ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Card #: ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Expiration Date: –––––––––––––––––– Security Code: –––––––––––
Signature: ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

FMH is a private, not-for-profit 501(c)(3) organization. As such, all gifts are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law. We will make you an acknowledgement of your gift for tax purposes.

For any contact information changes, see back. To be removed from future mailings please call 240-566-4997.
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For every dollar FMH spent to produce these donor appeal letters, they earned $2.95 in return.

$63,683 Funds Raised | 123 New Donors | 310 Total Number of Gifts
Plain Envelopes Work Best—by 29%
We tested an envelope with a standard return address from the hospital against an envelope with a teaser. The standard envelope beat the
fancy one by 29%!

The Doctor Got More Donations—by 46%
One version of the letter was written by Dr. Soberman, who heads the Cancer Institute. The other version of the letter came from a female
cancer survivor and nurse with a family. Dr. Soberman’s letter enticed 46% more donors to give.

“

Once we get [these new donors] in the habit of regular giving, we have a really good shot
at making them lifetime donors. That’s really big. Over the course of 10, 15, or 20 years or
more, some of these lifetime givers could end up making a provision in their estate plan
for FMH. That’s the ultimate gift!

I probably won’t be around then. However, someone may look back and say, ‘Thank God for
those development bozos and their work back in 2014/15!’

”

- Ken Coffey, Vice President and Chief Development Officer
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